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sense—a function of certain parts of muscle structure—is
now believed to give much help with the knowledge of
space as well as weight.
Sense organs undreamt of by the average man are dis-
covered and already some physiologists hold we have ten
senses.1 But assuming physiologists know their business
this trend of modern research is obviously important for
educators, for if the child has a better equipment for self-
education than the older schools of physiologists and
psychologists believed, it is essential that he should learn
in Ms own way and get all the help he can from these
marvellous ' sense tools * with which he is endowed. Thus
just as a child obviously can only learn to estimate weights
and the amount of effort needed for lifting them by using
them, so he can only learn to distinguish fine shades of
colour, comparative sizes, differences in intensity of pitch,
variations in rhythm through his experiencing these shades
and differences, in other words by living an active and
free life.
As in all experimental work on sense discrimination
psychologists find that fine discrimination depends at least
as much on interest and practice as on a good sense equip-
ment, it seems as though the work of the educator is to
decide what sense knowledge is essential and to arrange
that children have such activities and occupations as
wiU arouse in them an interest in acquiring the desired
skill.
Physiologists  and  psychologists,  then,  are   our  only
1' It would not be difficult to justify the contention that we are
equipped with not five senses, but ten. In addition to the gravity
receptor and the space and time receptors there are the much
more familiar receptors of light and sound, the two chemo-receptors,
those of taste for near objects and smell for distant objects, the
tactile lengths in the skin for surface touch, the deep-seated recep-
tors for pressure and the two kinds of thermo-receptors for heat
and cold respectively/—Quoted from an article in The New States-
man Athenaeum on Sense Equipment.

